VIGN 2025:
As a great place to learn, live, and work, DePauw will be a university of choice and distinction known for the integration of its rigorous liberal arts curriculum and robust cocurriculum and its unique commitment to the success of each student.

MISSION:
DePauw University develops leaders the world needs through its uncommon commitment to the liberal arts.
DePauw’s diverse and inclusive learning and living experience, distinctive in its rigorous intellectual engagement and its global and experiential learning opportunities, leads to a life of meaning and means. DePauw prepares graduates who support and create positive change in their communities and the world.

INSTITUTIONAL VALUES
CORE RELATIONAL
• Student focus • Commitment
to excellence
• Collaboration • Trust
• Curiosity • Integrity
• Diversity • Respect

CULTURE AND COMMUNITY
A great place to learn, live and work

ENROLLMENT AND VISIBILITY
A university of choice and distinction

ENGAGEMENT AND LEARNING
Coordinated rigorous curriculum and robust cocurriculum

DEPAUW COMMITMENT
The success of each student

2018-19 OBJECTIVES

- Improved campus climate, including inclusive excellence and employee equity
- Wellness for faculty, staff and students
- Improved student housing
- Optimized financial health and philanthropic investment
- Strategic enrollment and marketing plan in alignment with College of Liberal Arts academic programs
- Improved institutional recognition
- Strategic development of the School of Music
- Transfer student recruitment and success program
- First-year academic experience and transition
- General education curriculum renewal
- Academic departments and programs stewardship
- Strategic collaboration between centers and academic programs
- Re-establish comprehensive assessment program
- Develop leadership initiative
- Implement and refine commitment cocurricular pathway
- Enhanced career and life preparation and advising
- Robust retention program
- Enhanced alumni connections